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HOW IT IS TO BE YOU IN A NUTSHELL:
WORLD PEACE
STARTS WITH EACH
AND EVERY INDIVIDUAL OUT
THERE.
WITH THE CREATION OF PEACE
WITHIN OURSELVES, IN OUR
RELATIONSHIPS AND BY
MAKING A CONSCIOUS AND
COMPASSIONATE EFFORT
TO LET THIS PEACE
SPREAD.
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BEFORE WE START
There’s no doubt we can go into
lengthy debates over what it takes to
make world peace happen!
How it is a naive illusion. How it
will require a significant change in
economic, political and educational
structures and systems. How people
are too stupid and stubborn. How
you need to be in the top 1% to even
make a dent.
And to be honest, I agree with you on
all these points...
But remind me, WHY should we let
these things stop us?
Because doesn’t world peace start
with each and every individual out
there? With the creation of peace,
joy and happiness within ourselves,
in our relationships and by making a
conscious and compassionate effort
to let this peace, joy and happiness
spread?

judge as wrong in the world. It does
not point fingers nor blame others.
Neither is there any hidden political,
philosophical, religious, economic,
commercial or even spiritual agenda.
Instead, this guide aims to
ignite a way of thinking, feeling,
communicating, and acting that
might be different and new to some
of us. A way that incorporates more
meaning and more connection
between the left and right hemisphere
of the brain.
And a way that will ultimately bring
more love and more peace.
First to your inner world. Second, to
your outer world. And finally, to the
world as a whole.
Welcome...to the everyday guide to
World Peace!
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This guide was not written to bitterly
spew on everything that we or I might
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THE (R)EVOLUTION

OF PEACE
Peace in ourselves, leads to peace in our
lives, leads to peace in the world...
I don’t know about you, but I’ve
always felt like I was sick or skipping
school the day they handed out the
manual to life...
Yes, there are religions, political
systems, and philosophies...but...
these, as a manual, can be a bit too
complicated and too detached from
the essence of what we as human
beings really want:

LOT of room for improvement...
Because we often do not experience
peace and joy in our minds, hearts,
and lives, and our hearts break into a
million pieces every time we switch
on the news...
So what then? How to create more
inner peace whilst keeping it simple?
How to create more harmony without
forcing discipline and dogma? How to
create world peace whilst celebrating
everybody’s unique being?

To live a lovely and happy life in
which we are in harmony with
ourselves and everyone and
If there’s anything to learn from the
everything around us.
Of course ‘world peace’ will never
look like all of us happily skipping
barefoot through daisy-strewn fields...
But, looking at the world today, I’m
sure we can all agree that there’s a

state the world is in today, it’s that
the ‘typical’ -shake fists in anger and
overthrow the government- type of
revolution is NOT the solution.
So if what we’ve done in the past
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doesn’t work...the only logical step
forward is to do something different...
Something that involves less anger
and violence. Something that’s more
loving and caring. Something that’s
more inside out and grassroots up.
More focused on the long term. More
us for us, instead of us versus them.
More evolution, instead of revolution.
Imagine for a second what could
happen if we all learned to deal with
our and other people’s emotions
more effectively. If we were able to
act, react, and sense from a space
of love, compassion, and empathy.
If we figured out a world in which
we support each other in hardships
instead of making them worse.
Not because it’s ‘polite’, but because
we realize that every other being is
worthy of the same treatment we’d
like to receive ourselves.
Don’t you think that if we’re able to
make this happen on a small scale...
first within the confines of our own
heads and hearts and secondly within
the micro world of our daily lives and
relationships...and by doing so inspire
others to do the same...don’t you
think this can ultimately spread and
bring peace to the whole wide world?

WHEN IN A HURRY
If you don’t feel like reading the
whole guide you can easily get
the point by reading this and the
previous page and skimming the
(sub)titles and colored balloons.
I would, however, urge you to do
the exercises and assignments;
experiences add to understanding
so much better than theory!
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HOW 1 PERSON CAN
CHANGE THE WORLD
If 1 bus driver’s early morning happiness can
easily brighten the lives of 30 odd people...
just imagine what else is possible...
If you’ve ever been on a daily
commute you know how all those
mornings seem to blend into one.

found a seat not too far behind him.

It was on one of those early and
blah mornings a couple of years
back, when I stepped on the bus
and dutifully threw a sleepy smile at
the driver when he surprised me by
saying:

Much to my surprise, he was equally
kind to every person that stepped
onto the bus and awfully funny
throughout. For example, whilst
slowing down in front of a high school
he said (over the intercom) to the
group sulky and angsty teenage boys
getting ready to step out:

“Wow, now that’s a smile that
could wake up the world!”

“Remember boys, it’s the one
that smiles that gets the girls!”

He looked at me with a smile so big
and so sincere that my first instinct
was not to trust him. I mean, who’s
ever heard of someone being so
utterly and completely happy and
honest (whilst sober) at 7 a.m.?

If it wasn’t yet on there; let sitting on
a bus filled with grumpy morning
commuters full-heartedly cracking
up definitely be on top of your bucket
list!

But...I’m not one to discard a
compliment so I smiled back and

Not to become a comedian. Or be
incredibly social. Or be super polite.
Because that wasn’t what the bus
driver was doing either; he was just...
happy. And joyful.
And he had so much joy and
happiness in him that it spilled over
to the entire bus.
And I’m positive that every single
person on the bus told that story at
work and at home...spreading the joy
even further.

All because this 1 guy woke up
happy and wasn’t afraid to share
it!
It was this experience, this giant
insight, that taught me that 1 single
person can make a very positive and
lasting dent in the
world.

QUESTIONS TO
PONDER ON...
•

Have you ever been blown
away by someone’s utterly
sincere joy and happiness?

•

How did that experience affect
you?

•

What do you think the world
would look like if we all got to
experience that fairly simple
feeling more often?

And most of
all, that that’s
something worth
striving for.

Though the boys themselves were
less amused, for me, that morning
was a turning point.
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A LITTLE SMILE

GOES A LONG WAY
The key to world peace is compassion. In
whatever way, shape or form. Even...if it’s just
a simple smile to a stranger...
Before we get to the -how in the heck
do we create that peace, joy, and
sincere happiness in ourselves?- bit
of the guide, let’s first take the time
to bow our heads to how difficult
it is to come up with these positive
examples. And, bow even deeper
because the bad examples seem to
be a whole lot easier to
recall...
Like the time I
overheard a
(drunk) Western
woman call a
5-year old boy
selling bracelets
in the streets of
Kuta, Bali at 3 a.m.
a “disgusting little
rat”...

rebels (I was there for work) had cut
off the hands, feet, and heads of 6
gorilla’s. Just to make a statement...
You know the examples...the ones
that punch you straight in the gut.
That make you want to run and hide.
That make you question all that you
are and wonder if there’s any
hope left for humanity.

“An act of
compassion
doesn’t have to be
big, bold and costly;
it can be as simple
as 1 smile”

Or when I heard that Congolese

It’s experiences like
these (lets for the
sake of simplicity,
not even get
started on wars,
terrorism, and
whatnot) that
make us insecure
about who we are.

It makes us put up our
guards, drop our eyes when we
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cross a stranger
in the street and
become wary of
the people we
befriend.
It’s severely
limiting the
joy we feel in
ourselves and
it’s definitely
not adding to us
spreading the
love bug.
Luckily, our
friend the bus
driver has taught
us exactly how
to break out of
that negative
cycle: with compassion.

A compassionate person is
one that empathizes with the
physical and/or emotional
suffering of others and aims to
help that person any which way
they can.

energy and money...
It can be as simple as stepping aside
on the pavement... Or bringing
your stressed out colleague some
chamomile tea... Or being nice to the
person waiting on your table.

Or handing out sincere smiles and
Any. Which. Way.
jokes to grumpy commuters just
because you’ve got some positivity to
That means that an act of compassion spare...
doesn’t have to be as big and bold as
we think they need to be... It doesn’t
need to involve donating lots of time,
6

Okay, it just got real, didn’t it?

AN EXERCISE IN COMPASSION...
Look up from wherever you
are and smile at 1 person in the
room.
No cheating by shyly gazing up and
shooting an invisible ninja smile
when the person is not looking...
Instead, make a proper effort to
look that person in the eye and give
them a real smile. A full 3-second
smile that says:
“I see you and even though
there’s no obvious reason; you
deserve this smile.”

(by the way, if you’re on your own,
find a mirror)
And leave it at that. Don’t ask for
anything in return, don’t even
expect anything in return.
That’s it. Easy peasy, simple and
small....right?
But...I’m guessing you haven’t done
it. And my question is, as should be
your question to yourself:
“Why not?”

Didn’t you do the exercise (or
hesitate) because you felt you looked
like an idiot? Or was it because it was
just too freakin’ vulnerable?
Because a smile like this obviously is!
For the one on the receiving end, this
type of smile is priceless though...
This smile, and my apologies for
going off the deep end, sums up
all our existential wants in just
a few seconds: to be seen, to be
acknowledged and to be appreciated.

That means that these fears are all
in your head and that it’s most likely
that you are the one judging yourself
instead of the other judging you.
That seems silly and unnecessary,
doesn’t it? That our own issues get in
the way of a simple smile...

If you have a hard time believing
that, imagine how you would feel if
someone would shoot you a smile
like that (remember, I’m talking about
a sincere and open smile, not a crazyeyed, serial killer one!)...

It would be seriously awesome to
live in a world where all other people
change and adapt themselves to
accommodate you and any issues
and insecurities you might carry
around but in reality, no real change
will ever happen if we don’t start with
ourselves first...

So if it’s so great to receive, why is it
so hard to give (even though it is the
simplest act of compassion possible)?

And besides, changing other people
is not really something we have much
influence on, is it?

Is it because we don’t trust the other
person? Are we worried they might
think we’re weird and that they might
judge us?

So given that we’re the biggest
limiting factor in our own lives, and
that there’s not a whole lot we can
do to change others...what else can
we do but take responsibility for
ourselves first?

Yes, and yes, probably...
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Interestingly...these worries really
have nothing to do with the person
you’re smiling at. In fact, they haven’t
even had a chance to do anything
wrong just yet and may have been
very willing to return the favor...
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CREATING PEACE

IN YOUR OWN WORLD
You are not your insecurities. You are not your
fears. Instead, they are simply a part of you.
And they, just like you, deserve compassion.
Probably to feel really hurt. You
might lash out to the other or retreat
in shame. The remark might stick
INSECURITIES + FEARS = UNPEACE with you for a
while and trigger
all sorts of pain
One should ‘simply’ take away or
lessen the inner insecurities and fears and potentially
(self)-destructive
to create peace....
reactions.
Yes, that’s a bit of a stretch, but let’s
NOT GOOD! NOT
illustrate with short example:
PEACEFUL...
Let’s take something that many
What would be
people feel insecure about; their
your reaction
weight.
when you’re happy
Let’s say someone calls you fat.
and content with
yourself and in
your body (even if
What would be your reaction when
you do carry a few
you’re insecure about your weight
and afraid others will think less of you extra pounds)?
because of it?
You’d probably
Based on the conclusions of the
previous chapter we could say that:
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smirk, raise an eyebrow, say “dude,
please...”, and turn your beautifully
shaped back on them. And you’d
move on with your life without giving
that remark, or that person another
thought.
GOOD! PEACEFUL...
That’s where we want to be!
But how to get to that place where
you have that sense of peace in
yourself?
Well...I would love to give you a

list of 10 easy steps to follow so
you will never ever feel insecure or
afraid again, but that’s not going to
happen...
For 2 reasons:
1. Just because ‘something’ (yoga,
creating, therapy, continuously
kicking yourself out of your
comfort zone) works for some
(me), it doesn’t mean it will, or
even should, work for you.
2. There’s no such thing as getting
rid of all your insecurities and
fears.

“Inner
peace comes
not from fighting
insecurities but
from embracing
them.”
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Ah yes, did I not yet tell you that?
There really isn’t. Sorry!!!
Inner peace comes not from fighting
(and trying to get rid of) these
seemingly negative aspects of
yourself, but from embracing them.

simply a part of you.
And they, just like you, and anybody
else out there, deserve compassion.

Inner peace comes from realizing that
they are not your enemies nor that
they define who you are as a person.

This has much more to do with ‘being
okay’ with your irritability, fear of
judgment, occasional stupidity, social
awkwardness and any other perfect
imperfections that might be part of
you, than with being 100% perfect.

You are not your insecurities. You
are not your fears. Instead, they are

Neither does this mean that you’ll
always need to be happy, social, or

super nice to others if you’re just not
feeling it.

No. But you probably knew that
already...

It is about accepting you for who you
are. Bites, scrapes, cuts, battle scars,
curious traits and all.

There are however 2 questions you
can ask to make this process towards
inner peace a lot easier. Namely:

And yes, that also means accepting
yourself and everything that makes
you you, when other people can’t!

#1: “HOW IS IT TO BE ME?”

Are there any shortcuts to getting
there?

#2: “HOW IS IT TO BE YOU?”

and

THE QUICK FIX
CONUNDRUM
We, modern day humans, tend to
want things to happen NOW and
with the least amount of hardship.
But when it comes to matters of
the heart, mind, and soul, you will
need to be very patient and very
persistent.
Because the bad news is this:
there is no quick fix to inner peace.
So read on if you’re ready to do
the work. If not...then this is a
good time to exit this guide...
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QUESTION FOR PEACE #1:

HOW IS IT TO BE ME?
Healthy decisions come from clarity. Clarity
comes not from having the right answers but
by asking the right questions.
Ask yourself this:
“How is it to be me?”
Right here, right now. Are you
comfortable? Are you content? Are
you happy? Is something bothering
you? Is there friction in yourself and/
or any of your relationships?
Just observe. Take the temperature
of the moment without judging or
attaching emotions or actions to it.
Perhaps, in a few days time, when this
question pops up in your head again,
take the temperature of that moment.
And see how it is different and...what
made it different.
Life’s but a string of moments.
Moments fleet. Circumstances
change. Are you flowing along or
does it feel like an uphill climb (or a
downhill tumble)?

Who knows, if you find yourself on
a long drive, and you’re in an
introspective mood, you might
give the question even more
thought. And you might
notice that over time
patterns keep popping
up.

Ask
yourself:
“How Is It To
Be Me?”

Things you’re either
happy with or grateful for,
or things that don’t feel right
at all. Things you may have
simply overlooked while dealing
with your day-to-day life.

It’s in those moments, when inner
awareness and clarity arises, that you
will find the space within yourself to
make a decision.
Like the decision to live a healthy
lifestyle just because that feels better
than staying in couch potato mode
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(and not because you
must lose weight). To send a postcard
to an old friend. Or to quit the job
you’re not happy in.
Or to do anything else that is
positively reinforcing for you.

This is self-compassion.
And this is the stuff that will

bring inner peace.
It doesn’t come from self-pity,
frustration, or discipline. It comes
from a place that is softer, sweeter,
and a whole lot more positive.
There is no force behind it...it’s
just empathy, compassion and
(self-)love...
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QUESTION FOR PEACE #2:

HOW IS IT TO BE YOU?
Asking and listening turns into
understanding. Understanding turns into
empathy. Empathy turns into compassion.
Ask someone else:
“How is it to be you?”
In fact, ask at least 3 people how it is
to be them:
1. Someone close to you
2. Someone you know but with
whom you don’t usually have very
personal conversations
3. Someone you don’t know at all

done with in 5 minutes.
Whatever happens: it doesn’t matter.
The point of this question is not to
extract every excruciating detail out
of someone’s soul. They might not
want to share it with you, or even with
themselves for that matter. And if not,
then that’s what it’s like to be them at
that moment...

Do not: judge, interrupt the flow of
someone’s thoughts, and never ever
assume anything.

Instead, the point of this question
and these conversations is to make
a connection with someone else. To
see the other for who they are and to
accept them no matter what. Even
when that does not go beyond that
conversation.

These conversations can be very
personal and vulnerable and go on
for hours. But they can also remain
at quite a high level and be over and

The point is also to let yourself be
seen. To be open, to share, and to
learn more about yourself by learning
more about another.

Do: sit, and listen, and ask questions
when things are unclear.
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Look into your own heart and into the and experiences your own.
heart of the other person. Don’t judge,
or project your own shit. Instead, give   This deepened understanding is
people space to share themselves.
the foundation for more empathy.
Empathy that is so undeniable that,
Be surprised by the wisdom, insight,
when it feels right, turns into acts of
and heart of everyone you talk to.
compassion (however small).
Be inspired by the strength each and
every person carries in them.
Not because it’s ‘the right thing to do’,
but because it
Learn how you’re not the only one
would feel
who thinks and feels ‘that’ way. Learn wrong
how someone else deals with things
not
you have difficulties with. Learn
to...
by seeing the world from another
perspective. Experience the color
and depth this gives to your own
viewpoints. And make these lessons

Ask
someone:
“How Is
It To Be
You?”
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MAKING PEACE
A HABIT AND A VERB
Because feeling empathy and acting out of
(self-)compassion should become as normal
as brushing your teeth.
The title of this guide and the thing
it strives for is so bonkers and out of
reach that it’s easy to not bother at all.

That’s because we somehow tend
to forget that peace in our own inner
worlds (our hearts and minds), and
our own outer
worlds (the one
in which we live
our daily lives)
matters just as
much, if not
more,  as peace
for the whole big
blue planet we
live on.
And let’s not
forget that the
peace discussed
in this guide
is not the type
that depends on
how ‘spiritually
evolved’ or
mindful you
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are, or on the cultural and religious
background you have.
Neither does it depend on how much
money you have to give, how much
volunteering you do, how social you
are, or how much you meditate.
There’s no need for secret
handshakes, T-shirts or wristbands.
We don’t need to form structures and
systems to make this happen.
We don’t need to become another
‘us’ as it will oppose that us against a
‘them’ just by definition.
Instead, let being aware of inner and
outer turmoil, feeling empathy for the
people and struggles we come across
and being (self-)compassionate
towards ourselves and others simply
become things we do.
Just like we’re aware and take
positive action on our physical wants
and needs.
Of course, each and every person will
have their own preferences in how
to maintain and balance their inner
worlds. And it will take time to get to
a point of more clarity in your head,
more peace in your life, and more
love for yourself.

But it’s really easy to start simple.

Start by asking yourself “How is
it it to be me?” and asking other
people “How is it to be you?”
You might even want to give yourself
a regular and gentle reminder by
printing out the last page of this
document (the one that says ‘How is
it to be you?) and hang it up on your
fridge. Or keep a small version next
to your computer. Or an even smaller
one in your wallet.
Are these questions the answer to all
(y)our problems? No, of course not.
But they’re an amazingly effective
starting point.
And they will lead you to more clarity
and positively reinforcing decisions.
And they do have the power to
strengthen your relationships and
enable you to make contact on a
more meaningful level.
And once you notice that happening...
then that’s the place from where
‘emotional hygiene’ becomes second
nature...
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Because even though it might
not always feel that way when
you’re wrapped up in the struggles
of your own life, but ALL of us have
difficulties accepting certain things
about ourselves.
Everybody has fears around love
and relationships. Feels awkward in
certain situations. Gets lonely.
EVERYBODY has struggles with finding
meaning in our jobs and lives.

friends and family, and of every other
person out there.
And it aims to not deny the things we
might not like about life but to instead
find the (lady)balls within ourselves
to look our pains and fears in the
eyes and be happier, more loving and
more at peace because of it.
No matter who you are. Where you
are. Or what your life looks like.

We ALL have tangled spaghetti for a
brain and have brewing and boiling
out of control emotions in our hearts.
The mission of How It Is To Be You
is not to get rid of all these utterly
human things. Nor is it to pretend
that life will suddenly become perfect.
Negativity, sadness, pain, hurt, and
conflict...as much as we’d rather not
see and feel these things, they will
never be completely gone. No matter
how much we might evolve; we’ll
still get sick, people will still die, and
we’ll still have to deal with our ego’s
wanting and doing stupid things.
Instead, the How It Is To Be You
mission is to create a positive
movement towards more
understanding. Of ourselves, of our
HOW IT IS TO BE YOU | LINDA COUSSEMENT | 2016

WHAT’S YOUR STORY?
Why not give yourself a kickstart by going big and bold and share how it
is to be you on our website? In written word. Or in song, dance, drawing,
video, ... Completely anonymous. Or not. Shared on social media. Or not.
Share your story through this link right here.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

ABOUT LINDA
This is how it is to be me,
Linda Coussement.
I’ve never really
had any clue
what this life was all
about and for the longest time I truly
thought everybody else did...
Now that I’m older and have
figured things out for myself
(amongst other things through an
education in business, 14 years of
business coaching and consulting,
yoga teaching, solo traveling,
entrepreneuring, training, and
attending, facilitating and creating
lots of training sessions on personal
development and growth), I’ve
realised that there is no spoon clue...
But still, during a solo hike in
Normandy  a few years back, I
decided that the missing manual to
life still had to be written and that I
was going to do it. Until it dawned on
me that that would perhaps be a bit
presumptuous...

So I decided to investigate how other
people experience life instead. How
they experience being them.
Et voilà…the idea for the ‘how it to be
you’ project was born! The premise
was simple:  
For me to slowly go around the
world and ask all sorts of people:
“How is it to be you?”
And create photo and video portraits
from these conversations.
But...then the Paris and many more
terrorist attacks happened, I got
to know several Syrian refugees
personally, learned about the
difficulties transgenders face, and the
massive (lady)balls it takes to simply
follow your dreams in today’s moneydriven society...(and on the morning
this guide was published, Trump was
elected president...)
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No longer was I able to even slightly
ignore the pain in the world and with
that, the pain AND love in myself.
That’s when the project became
bigger than myself and I realized that
it simply had to be part of a bigger
movement. One that positively and
lovingly counters the terrible things
that are happening in the world.
That’s also when I decided that my
personal goal in life was to inspire
as many people as might want to be
inspired to live happier and more
meaningful lives. In whatever way,
shape, or form they might want to.
And that’s when this Everyday Guide
To World Peace simply had to be
written.

THE GURU FACTOR
For the sake of honesty and clarity: I have not written this because I am the
Guru of Peace, the Queen of Zen and the Master of Human Relationships...
In fact, it’s been the plentitude  of past and present experiences on how not
to create and sustain inner and outer peace that have led me to write this...
It’s from vulnerability and humanity that I wish to speak and act. And the
moment you catch me being  insincere...you’re more than welcome to call
me out on it!
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SHARING, LIKING & SUPPORTING
People often ask me how I fund
this project and the answer is: I’m
self-funding this through mentoring
programs, workshops, and (e-)books
for big-hearted and trailblazing rebels
with causes that wish to live their lifes
with inner peace and forward moving
flow (see www.howitistobeyou.com).
As world peace isn’t the smallest of
ambitions, it is an extremely costly
endeavor to go as big as it needs
to. It would therefore be great if you
could take a look at the products and
services I have on offer and purchase
one if you feel it could add value
to your life. But...no obligations of
course!
Also, as world peace really is a
numbers game, I could use your
support on a few other things as well:
1. Share this guide with people who
you think might be interested.

Mind you, by using this link, people
will NOT have to give up their e-mail
address.
2. Sign up for insightful articles and
interviews, guides, portraits, and
events.
Leave your name and email
right here
3. Help me making this project even
bigger and bolder.
In other words, if you’ve
got wicked ideas or wicked
people in your network,
then shoot me a message
and let’s have a chat!
Contact me through this form or
email me: linda@howitistobeyou.com
4. Come join me on Social Media

Forward this pdf by email, or share
on social media with the hashtag
#howitistobeyou, by copy and pasting
this link:
http://howitistobeyou.com/everyday-guide-world-peace/
HOW IT IS TO BE YOU | LINDA COUSSEMENT | 2016
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Sonder.
noun
|son·der
: The realization that each random passerby is living a life as vivid and complex as your
own—populated with their own ambitions, friends,
routines, worries and inherited craziness—an epic
story that continues invisibly around you like
an anthill sprawling deep underground, with
elaborate passageways to thousands of other
lives that you’ll never know existed, in which
you might appear only once, as an extra
sipping coffee in the background,
as a blur of traffic passing on
the highway, as a lighted
window at dusk.*
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*http://www.dictionaryofobscuresorrows.com/post/23536922667/sonder
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that means that I am thankful for
EVERYBODY who has helped me
shape my life and, well...me.
First and foremost my parents for
everything they’ve done for me EVER
(consider this as making up for all
those times I didn’t say it...) and ‘little’
brother (who I know would help me
hide the body...).
But also the guy in high school who
was brave enough to ask me out
twice and who I told “NO” right in his
face without even thinking. Twice...
(I’m so sorry...my own issues around
rejection made it impossible for me to
deal with this in a compassionate way
at the time).
Then there are of course the (ex-)
boyfriends, the friends, the friends
who turned out to not be friends, the
friends that simply drifted away as life
moved on, the (former) colleagues,
and the plentitude of other people
who passed through my life...I may or
may not be in active contact with you,

and I may or may not have gotten on
with you, but I certainly do appreciate
the value of your being and the fact
that it would have been different ‘to
be me’ if I had not met you (and I’m
really happy being me...).
A special thanks goes to the
people who donated money, guest
bedrooms, and time and energy by
reviewing this guide or listening to me
go on and on about this incredibly
vague thing I just ‘had to do’. I’m so
proud to call you my friends!
Another special thanks goes to Cees...
the first person I got to interview and
the giant whose shoulders I’m proud
to stand on. I miss you man!
Finally, I, of course, have to thank Miss
Tobi, Michal, Karl, Hans-Christian,
Isolde, and Jaehoon (the stars of the
first couple of mini-documentaries)
and everybody else I’ve had the
pleasure of interviewing and/or
photographing so far. Thanks so
much for your trust, openness, and
inspiration!

Miss Tobi; a transgender artist in Berlin
“I don't feel like a woman, I don't feel like a
man, I feel transgender.”

No (wo)man is an island. Not even a
self-proclaimed lone wolf like myself...
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LEGAL STUFF & LICENSING
This report is free, non-commercial and does not contain
affiliate links.
You’re free to share it with whomever you like under
the terms of creative commons license AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International.
That means you are free to copy and redistribute the
material in any medium or format as long as you:
• Give appropriate credit, provide a link, and indicate if
changes were made.
• Don’t use this guide for commercial purposes.
• Don’t remix, transform, or build upon the material
without consent.

Michal; from banker to papermaker
“It’s not easy to live your dream. You’ll need
to invest in yourself but in the end, it’s more
than worth it.”
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